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City officials show concern for alcohol use 
Nicole Bennett 
WINONAN 
Due to incidents of people 
rolling down streets in Dump-
sters and ripping trees out of the 
ground, Winona State University 
students are being looked upon 
as "bad neighbors" by communi-
ty members. 
Mayor Jerry Miller, Police 
Chief Frank Pomeroy, City 
Administrator Eric Sorenson, 
City Prosecutor Bruce Nelson, 
Winona County Judge Jeff 
Thompson and two city council 
members attended the Oct. 31  
student senate meeting to receive 
student input on the drinking 
problem in the WSU community. 
According to Pomeroy, this is 
by far the worst year for drink-
ing. 
"I get calls from citizens com-
plaining of partying every 
night," he said, adding that the 
reason the university is getting 
the bad rap is because most inci-
dents happen when school is in 
session. 
Last month, WSU Student 
Affairs received a call reporting 
two students pushing another 
student down the street in a 
Dumpster at 2:30 a.m. Although 
the university planted trees in 
the community last spring, two-
thirds were ripped out within the 
first couple of weeks of school 
this fall. 
Winona 	resident 	Sheryl 
Eisman said the drinking prob-
lem might be related to group 
sizes. 
"I think there is an over-
abuse of drinking in Winona, but 
I don't see it being worse than 
other years," Eisman said. "As a 
resident, I see more of the larger 
group drinking that gets out of 
hand. I think that community  
"I think there is an 
overabuse of 
drinking in Winona, 
but I don't see it 
being worse than 
other years." 
SHERYL EISMAN 
Winona community resident 
Members welcoming students 
rather than alienating them 
would help students respect them 
more." 
Miller is setting up a task 
force to assess the drinking 
problem. It will consist of three 
students from each of the local 
institutions: WSU, Saint Mary's 
University and Minnesota State 
College-Southeast 
Technical. The task force may 
develop a survey to bring a non-
alcohol facility to Winona, 
which Miller says will offer stu-
dents "a social alternative to 
drinking." 
WSU 	President 	Darrell 
Krueger commented on the task 
force: "This is an unusual and 
remarkable thing that the city is 
willing to do." 
Three weeks ago an internal 
student senate committee also 
was set up. Currently, the com-
mittee is working on a letter that 
will be sent to all students 
explaining that there is a drink-
ing problem at WSU, and that by 
state law the university can pun-
ish students for anything they do 
on or off campus. Student Senate 
President Jason Fossum said, 
"We hope this will open stu-
dents' eyes to the drinking prob-
lem." 
See Alcohol , Page 4 
Burdick plans 
return to NYC 
Disco divas 
Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN 
From left to right, senior Erin Glawe, sophomore Josh Robida and junior 
Monica Lee perform Gloria Gaynor's "I Will Survive." The University Pro-
gramming Activities Committee brought Kramer International Fun Flicks, 
an interactive music video production, to the Smaug Tuesday. 
Erin Dougherty 
SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN 
After helping many peo-
ple at ground zero of the 
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, a 
Winona State University 
social work professor plans 
to return to New York -City 
over the holidays. 
Professor John Burdick, 
who is also Winona County 
Red Cross disaster chair and 
a member of the disaster 
service human resources 
team, worked in Manhattan 
from Sept. 16 to 30, working 
primarily with police, fire and 
dog rescue teams. 
Burdick said he would still 
be there, but the Red Cross 
limits mental health profes-
sionals to a two-week period 
during disaster relief. The 
volunteers must take a month 
break after each period. 
Burdick had four other 
social work professors cover 
his four classes while he was 
out of town. He plans to fin-
ish teaching his fall courses 
and then return to New York 
to help individuals who have 
lost family members during 
the holidays. 
His bachelor's degree in 
psychology, 17 years as a 
firefighter and fire station 
assistant chief and his mas-
ter's degree in social work 
helped Burdick in the work 
he did in September and also 
will help with the work he 
plans to do in December. 
Burdick said he basically 
was there to listen to the res-
cue workers. 
"We were there to be 
supportive of them," he said. 
It was also his job to 
John Burdick 
determine which workers 
were "too emotionally 
drained and or physically 
shocked" to continue working 
at ground zero. 
He would try to persuade 
such workers to take a day off 
or stop helping or he would 
have a supervisor talk to that 
worker and force him or her 
to take a break, he said. 
Burdick was working 
12-hour days on the fifth 
largest hospital in the United 
States: a navy ship named 
Comfort. 
The ship was originally 
sent to New York to serve as 
another hospital, but because 
many victims died instantly 
in the attacks, many of the 
ship's medical staff were sent 
home, Burdick said. 
The ship housed about 
1,500 people a night, includ-
ing rescuers, Red Cross vol-
unteers and people who lost 
their homes near ground zero. 
The Red Cross volunteers 
did more healing of emotion-
al and psychological bruises 







A faculty mentor program will be included in 
programs this year in the residence halls. The men-
toring program has been going on for the last cou-
ple of years and Tracy Ferber, residence hall direc-
tor, as well as the faculty and staff, have all helped 
to make it happen this year. 
About 30 participating faculty and staff 
members have each been assigned to a residence 
hall. Approximately four to six faculty or staff 
members are assigned to each building. 
Mentors will participate in activities at the 
residence halls as well as have programs on things 
such as marketing your skills, alcohol, crafts, 
places of interest, exercise, life and death, religion, 
stress management and motivation. 
These programs give students a chance to get to 
know a faculty or staff member better as well as 
learn something important. 
Earlier this year all of the professors and staff 
were given an opportunity to join the mentor 
program. 
"I do it because I think it's important for 
students on campus to know that faculty and staff 
are interested in them (students) beyond the 
classroom and the service they provide," Diane 
Palm, director of health services said. 
Palm has already done several programs this 
year about nutrition and the cold and flu season. On 
Tuesday she did a program in Prentiss-Lucas Hall 
called "Sex in the Dark," which was to help get 
accurate information about sex and 
relationships to the students. 
"We'd like to have as many people exposed to 
the expertise of the faculty members (as possible)," 
Ferber said, about the main goal of the 
faculty mentor program. 
It has been the resident assistants' responsibility 
to contact the faculty member to help put on pro-
grams and participate in programs such as 
dinners with the hall residents. Sheehan Residence 
Hall Director Lynna Brenner commented that once 
a student sees or gets to know a faculty member 
outside of class they will feel more 
comfortable coming to that faculty member for 
help. 
"Residents gain a lot from the experience and so 
will the faculty or staff member," Brenner said. 
Kryzsko Commons renovation scheduled for spring 
Sarah Kennon 
WINONAN 
At the student senate meeting last 
week, Joe Reed, Student Union and 
Activities Director presented a series 
of plans for a new student union 
center. 
"Everything is just lines on paper 
right now," Reed said, quoting the 
architect that is working with him on 
plans for the new Student Union Cen-
ter. 
"We have themes right now; we 
have concepts and ideas," he said. 
Some of these ideas include what 
Reed calls a Cyber Cafe. 
"I don't want to lean too heavily 
on the cafe part of it, we might have  
what we call a coffee bar. That's a 
possibility," he explained. 
Computer hookups will be avail-
able for students to use their laptops, 
and other computers will also be 
available. 
"You can also go up to a computer, 
stand up, not sit down, so you can 
check your e-mail and that kind of 
thing," Reed said. 
"We're taking out the bowling 
alley and we're taking out the game 
room. Those walls are going to be 
gone; it will all be opened up," Reed 
said. "I will keep a pool table or two, 
maybe a game or two, nothing real 
drastic though because no one uses 
them anymore." 
There also will be a fireplace and a 
lounge area. 
"These bowling lanes arc 36 years 
old. When we have alumni come 
over here they'll say 'Oh look the 
bowling lanes, they're still the same.' 
I hate hearing that," Reed said, "I 
think it's time we move up with the 
times and make better use of the 
space." 
Reed plans on using the wood 
from the lanes for the stage and dance 
floor in the new facility as a remnant 
of the old area, an idea he saw at 
Luther College in Decorah, Iowa. 
"I lost my mechanic. In fact that's 
what kind of got me thinking about 
this a few years a go. My head 
See Union, Page 3 
SUBMITTED PHOTO 
Remodeling plans are in the making for Kryzsko Commons. A billiard room 
is only one of the future ideas. The reconstruction is scheduled to begin 
next spring. 
exteridEd. outlook 
Scattered showers Wednesday and Thursday. 
Clear and sunny for first part of weekend. 
Highs in upper to mid 505 with lows around 30. 
source: national weather service 
66 46 ~ 
thursdcuj friday 
Sunny 
53 37 ~ 59 : 27 
Scattered 
showers 
Gdatj: Partly cloudy with a few 
showers. 40% chance of pre-
cipiation during the day 
changing to 60% chance 
overnight. 
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Inter-Residence Hall Council is sponsoring a Holiday 
Card and Letter Writing Party tonight. Each hall will have 
supplies for students to send letters and holiday cards to 
military personnel around the world who won't be home 
for the holidays. IRHC will pay the postage. The parties 
will be in the Sheehan back lounge and Prentiss-Lucas 
basement from 6 to 9 p.m. 
Today 
A service extravaganza featuring volunteer organiza-
tions will be held from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Lower 
Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons. 
November 8 
An award for WSU's 30-second television 
commercial will be presented to Winona State University 
President Darrell Krueger at a ceremony at 11:30 a.m. 
Thursday in Somsen Hall Room 201. 
The award is commending the theme of the commer-
cial, promoting quality education. The gathering will 
include representatives from the university's public rela-
tions and admissions departments. 
November 10 
The Winona State University women's track and field 
team, in conjunction with "Games People Play," is spon-
soring the Winona Big Lake Run (approximately 3.6 
miles). Categories, each divided into male and female 
groups, are under age 18, collegiate and adult. Prizes will 
be awarded to the top three runners in each category, and 
all participants will receive T-shirts. Entry fees are $8 for 
WSU students, $12 for non-WSU students pre-registered 
and $15 for race-day registration. 
For more information, contact Kim Blum at 457-5211. 
November 13 
Celebration of Education, sponsored by Winona State 
University, will take place from 4 to 5 p.m. in Baldwin 
Lounge of Kryzsko Commons. Everyone is welcome. 
Refreshments and door prizes will be provided. 
The Winonan accepts all news briefs, events and 
announcements turned in by noon Friday. Editors reserve 
the right to edit for space and content as they see fit. 
• 	
STUDY TIP OF THE WEEK 
If you have trouble grasping concepts, get help from a 
classmate and see your professor or one of seven acade-
mic assistants in the Academic Assistance Center to 
improve your subject understanding and classroom per-
formance. 
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic 
Assistance Center. Visit its Web site, and view academic 
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT 
Senate encourages students 
to comment on alcohol issue 
of the alcohol-related problems. 
Some of the avenues the city 
is looking at are not clear at this 
point, however one good sign is 
that they are willing to listen to 
what students think. To show 
this, the mayor and the police 
chief have formed a committee 
that consist of students from 
Saint Mary's University, Min- 
At last week's student senate nesota State College-Southeast 
meeting, we were joined by Technical and Winona State Uni-
many top county and city versity. 
officials. We had good discus- 	The committee will meet to 
sion with public officials that discuss a wide variety of issues 
ranged from the mayor of varying from new city policies to 
Winona to a Winona county non-alcoholic alternative events. 
judge. The discussion cultivated One idea that was discussed 
some great new ideas and also at length at our meeting was the 
allowed us to air our concerns idea of a non-alcoholic club or 
over some old ideas. recreation center that offers 
Winona Mayor Jerry Miller activities that are alternatives to 
spoke about what options the attending house parties or going 
city is looking at to address some to the bars. WSU will have five  
representatives on this commit-
tee, and we will make sure that 
our point of view is heard on this 
issue. 
Staying on the alcohol issue, 
every student will soon receive a 
letter outlining some possible 
consequences for students if they 
are caught committing some type 
of illegal act. I want to again 
stress the importance of this let-
ter. This is the first step in a 
process to educate every student 
on what can and/or will happen 
to students if they are caught 
committing a crime. We are very 
lucky that the city and the uni-
versity have taken the time to 
talk with us about what can be 
done rather than just doing 
something. 
I have talked about this issue 
in many columns, and in all of 
those columns I have talked  
about possible solutions to the 
problem. If anyone out there has 
any ideas on what will help stop 
the problems that we are having, 
please stop in the office and let 
us know. 
Once this community-wide 
committee begins meeting, we 
can take your ideas and work 
them into possible policies. If we 
can make this type of effort, per-
haps we can prevent the city 
from having to take any drastic 
moves to stop drinking prob-
lems. 
Again, I strongly encourage 
anyone to stop in the office with 
concerns, comments or ques-
tions. We are always willing to 
listen to new ideas. 
Reach Jason Fossum at 









WSU selected for ballroom dance club 
The Youth College Network has 
announced that Winona State University is 
one of 400 colleges selected for initiation of 
student extra-curricular ballroom dance clubs 
during the school year. Students will partici-
pate in the nation-wide network of college 
dance clubs that include most major colleges 
and universities. 
To get a Ballroom Dance Club started at 
WSU, students are asked to e-mail 
YCNCollegeClubs@aol.com . 
Tech support advises laptop users to 
upgrade antivirus software 
Winona State University Technical Support 
Center is aware of many computer viruses 
spreading rapidly throughout the world and 
that they may be a threat to our campus. 
Some of the viruses could be worms, like the 
"Melissa" clone, SirCam or Nimda. They could 
also be hoaxes like "Good times," "Win a holi-
day" or "The picture family." To guard against 
these, WSU has researched what would be 
valuable virus protection for students. 
Technical Support will be upgrading all 
WSU IBM laptops to Norton Antivirus Corpo-
rate Edition 7.5. It features a level of Digital 
Immune System that automates the submis-
sion of potential threats and automatically 
delivers cures to the problem machine. 
Corporate Edition's Live Update is another 
advantage that will be done automatically, 
without manual intervention, every time the 
computer is connected to the network. This 
will increase the chances of catching potential 
viruses. Check your WSU e-mail for more  
information on how Technical Support will pro-
ceed in upgrading laptops. 
Priority registration scheduled for 
education students 
Education students must sign up in the 
education office, Gildemeister 152, by Nov. 13 
for EDUC 303, 304, 305, 310, 311, 312, 429 
and 459. 
Large group advising meetings will take 
place for first-year students Nov. 14 at 3 p.m. 
in the East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons. 
Oct. 25 —At 10:30 p.m. a student report-
ed that he had his vehicle parked near the 
intersection of 10th and Gould streets, when 
someone entered it taking approximately 
four to five CDs and an undetermined 
amount of cash. The complainant indicated 
the theft took place sometime between 9:30 
and 10:15 p.m. 
Oct. 29 — At 9:16 p.m. a student who 
was previously restricted from the residence 
halls was seen walking through one. The 
matter was referred to the director of securi-
ty. 
CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT 
Oct. 30 — At 10:10 a.m. a faculty mem-
ber reported that there appeared to have been 
an attempted entry into his office. Nothing 
was disturbed and nothing was found miss-
ing. 
Oct. 30 — At 10 p.m. a student reported 
that her residence hall room was entered 
sometime between 3:30 and 4:45 p.m. An 
undetermined amount of cash was missing. 
Oct. 3 — At 10:15 a.m. a student fainted 
near the cafeteria in Kryzsko Commons. 
Security stood by until the ambulance 
arrived. 
Oct. 31 — At 7:57 p.m. a female student 
reported that she was grabbed inappropriate-
ly while in the residence hall. Other students 





"There are two issues here, one is that he 
is a professor in a position of power and he 
is singling out a group of students and 
saying they are inferior, at least morally. 
Two, there is a fine line between free speech 
and harassment." 
TAMARA BERG 
women's studies professor 
Berg 
 
"We need to teach our students that just 
because a student holds a different belief, 
that doesn't mean I don't like them. I'm not 
trying toyush a point of view, I'm just trying 
to state a fact." 
BARRY PERATT 




9p.m. - Midnight 
at jeffersoligia 
Tickets $6.00 
Available at the Door 
(Beverages not included) 
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Freedom of speech raises controversy 
Kelsea Samuelson 
WINONAN 
One Winona State University profes-
sor is saying another professor has 
crossed a fine line between free speech 
and harassment. 
Tamara Berg, assistant professor and 
director of the women's studies program 
at WSU, says that David Peratt, assis-
tant math professor, might be creating a 
hostile environment for a group of stu-
dents who are already at risk. Berg and 
several WSU students have filed com-
plaints, stating that the material Peratt 
has hanging on his door and walls is 
offensive. 
"Basically, I have a politically inap-
propriate wall," Peratt said. "The issue 
is that this is an academic environment 
where diverse opinions are free to be 
displayed." 
The two professors have had an 
ongoing "battle" for nearly three years, 
Berg said. 
"As a dedicated member of 'a com-
munity of learners dedicated to serving 
our world,' I don't think this (Peratt's 
behavior) is appropriate," Berg said. 
"I feel offended each time I walk 
across campus," said Peratt. "But I 
wouldn't want it to be any other way. 
We need all points of view being 
expressed. That's what academia is all 
about. Hopefully since no point is 
oppressed, people will be able to deter-
mine what information is correct. 
Berg's office used to be right next to 
Peratt's. She said the first piece of mate-
rial she found offensive was a poster 
from Exodus, a group of former homo-
sexuals who have chosen to leave that 
particular lifestyle. 
"It was a full-page ad that said, 'Are 
you gay? Don't worry, you can still 
change," said Berg. "I called the affir-
mative action office, because at that  
time there were a lot of gay hate 
crimes occurring on campus and else-
where. The poster was only adding to a 
climate which could inspire hate 
*crimes." 
Berg and a group of students met 
with Peratt, who agreed to remove the 
poster. 
Peratt removed the poster, he said, 
because the word "faggot was used," 
which he thought was inappropriate. 
"I feel we need to be able to dis-
agree without calling names," he said. 
"But I came across the article and 
thought, 'There's homosexuals who 
have changed? Wow, I should hang 
this up.' In the interest of balancing the 
structure, I hung it up." 
There's a group of people at Exodus 
International who don't want to tell 
people they need to change, but if 
they're interested, there is a group out 
there for support, Peratt said. 
Peratt eventually hung a very simi-
lar poster on his door. Berg said it was 
after the students who first complained 
had left, but Peratt insists that the sec-
ond poster did not have offensive words 
or name-calling. 
"Ex-homosexuals are the most at-
risk group of individuals," he said. 
"They feel ostracized from both 
groups." 
The information they receive from 
the homosexual community is 'go 
away' and the heterosexual community 
basically shuns them also, he said. 
Many have committed suicide, said 
Peratt. "Basically, I am saying that if 
they need someone to contact there is 
help out there." 
Peratt and Berg also struggle to find 
agreements on statistics in cases such as 
the number of homosexuals in the Unit-
ed States and rape and assault statistics, 
they said. 
Both professors insist the other 
group is misrepresenting the facts. Both  
say the other's information is not from a 
reliable source. 
One statistic is that one in four col-
lege women will be sexually assaulted. 
Berg insists that the information is cor-
rect. 
"It means that one in four college 
women will be sexually assaulted in 
their lifetime," she said. 
"Let's get the facts straight," Peratt 
said. As it is, the information is mislead-
ing. 
"By disagreeing with the informa-
tion, he is creating a hostile environ-
ment for students who have been 
assaulted," Berg said. 
A complaint has been filed and the 
university will ultimately make a deci-
sion regarding the complaint. So far, 
there is no official policy regarding 
information that may be displayed. 
"There are two issues here," Berg 
said. "One is that he is a professor in a 
position of power and he is singling out 
a group of students and saying they are 
inferior, at least morally. Two, there is a 
fine line between free speech and 
harassment." 
"I think students need to feel safe in 
this environment," she said. 
Berg would like to see some action 
come from her formal complaint. 
"I guess I would like to see the uni-
versity say that hate speech is not 
accepted," said Berg. 
Peratt insists that it is not a learning 
environment if diverse opinions are 
rejected. 
On one hand, there is the reality that 
a student may feel offended or not want 
to take a certain class with me or any 
other professor because of their beliefs, 
Peratt said. 
"Every professor on this campus 
holds a political or ideological view," 
he said. "Where could we draw the fine 
line?" 
"We need to teach our students that 
just because a student holds a different 
belief, that doesn't mean I don't like 
them," Peratt said. "I'm not trying to 
push a point of view, I'm just trying to 
state a fact." 
"She also has to apply the same 
standards to herself," he said of Berg. 
"Her information may also be offen-
sive to Muslims or Christians." 
"The issue can't be that someone is 
offended. The issue is that is it from a 
reliable source and is it educational," 
he said. 
Tess Krueger, director of human 
resources and affirmative action 
officer, said she currently was not at 
liberty to discuss the case. 
In general, any government institu-
tion or organization, if they are to 
make a statement about free speech 
first must legally explore posting poli-
cies, time, place and manner issues, 
Berg said. 
Material on campus must first be 
deemed free speech rather than hate 
speech, and sometimes only a court can 
make that decision, she said. 
Peratt has discussed the details of the 
investigation with a lawyer, who he said 
questioned whether Winona State Uni-
versity has heard of the first amend-
ment. 
Both professors also agreed that their 
own personal beliefs tended to stay out-
side the classroom, but these beliefs 
might have prevented certain students 
from enrolling in their courses. 
"What are we supposed to do?" 
asked Peratt. "If they make me take 
down my information, that's like saying 
you're not supposed to be objective." 
Union 
 
Continued from Page 1 Program replaces TeachNet to 
further classroom technology 
mechanic who took care of the bowling lanes retired a year and a 
half a ago, and he's been subcontracted through the rest of the 
school year to take care of the lanes because he's the only one qual-
ified to do it," he said. 
Reed hopes to create a space that is resourceful and useful to stu-
dents and mirrors the Smaug in its open atmosphere. 
"During the day, you can go down there and study, maybe go get 
your lunch and eat your lunch down there," he explained, "At night 
you can have a floor activity, coffee houses, we can do dances down 
here, things like that." 
Reed got ideas for the new student union from visiting other col-
leges, a magazine he receives called College: Planning and Manage-
ment and ACUI conferences. 
Construction on the new facility will begin in late spring after 
commencement, according to Reed, who hopes the new facility will 
be ready next fall. 
"What I'm shooting for is when you guys come back in the fall, 
you're going to be in for a big surprise," Reed said. 
The new union center could cost anywhere from $250,000 to 
500,000. This money comes from reserves from the student union 
fees and revenues generated from the building. 
"This is the students' building. You're paying for it, so let's do it 
right," said Reed. 
Seamus Boyle/WINONAN 
Wood from the current bowling lanes will be used for a 
stage in the newly remodeled student union. 
Expression impressions 
We are now offering open studio times to 
come in and paint a project. Choose from a large 
selection of ceramic projects such as cups, plates, 
bowls, etc. Make a whole place setting, or just a 
mug for the morning. 
Be spontaneous. Da tun. Be cream 
call for open limes, or for more details. 
Th• Winona Mall 
coramso Winona. MN 53577 NOWN1hile0UhOlhendotall 
Maria Taylor 
WINONAN 
The two-year TeachNet experiment ends 
this year. Scheduled to take its place is the 
E-learning Center, which will focus on aid-
ing faculty and staff to integrate new tech-
nology into their classes. 
The TeachNet initiative started two years 
ago with funding through MnSCU. The 
goal of TeachNet was to help faculty and 
staff become more comfortable incorporat-
ing new technologies into curriculum, such 
as Blackboard. Blackboard is a program 
professors can use to post grades, give tests 
and quizzes and assign online class discus-
sions. Students use Blackboard to check 
their grades, ask questions of the professor 
and participate in the online discussions. 
In December 2000 the TeachNet initia-
tive began, and since then there have been 
392 courses offered on Blackboard. Cur-
rently 4,623 students use Blackboard. 
Through Blackboard, students can take 
classes that are offered in Rochester, Geor-
gia and even other countries. 
John Binsfeld held the manager position 
while the project existed. He claimed his 
I  
■ The E-learning center 
will help faculty give 
students a more 
technlogically structured 
education. 
office was a "one stop shop." Any professor 
who wanted to add music, video clips or 
Web site links to a Blackboard site could 
find assistance in Binsfeld's office. 
Binsfeld credits the success of the pro-
gram to his assistants, Tim Ballman and 
Rico Perez, as well as to the faculty who 
were willing to explore the options Teach-
Net offered. Part of TeachNet's purpose was 
to decrease the confusion of integrating 
technology into the classrooms. TeachNet 
offered one location where all questions 
could be answered. 
"Transferring knowledge is a key part of 
TeachNet," Binsfeld said. 
Now as the TeachNet experiment ends, 
Winona State Unversity prepares to launch a 
similar program. The E-learning center, 
scheduled to open this spring, will similarly 
aid faculty with bringing technology into the  
classroom. According to Vice President of 
Academic Affairs Steven Richardson, 
Blackboard is a university program tem-
porarily funded by MnSCU. With the close 
of TeachNet, the university is ready for its 
own program to start. 
"We are looking at this as a building year 
to see how to best shape the E-learning cen-
ter for the faculty and staff," Richardson 
said. 
Before the E-learning center can open, a 
few positions need to be filled and other fac-
ulty need to be reorganized into the new 
structure. 
One of the goals of the E-learning center 
is to make a more comprehensible Black-
board. The Winona State University 
E-learning Center Proposal states, "The 
E-learning center will better position WSU 
as a leader in learning effectiveness and 
expand overall faculty learning and sup-
port." 
As the technology craze continues to 
soar, it is important for WSU to stay ahead 
of the competition. The E-learning center 
will help faculty give students a more tech-
nologically structured education. 
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Krueger proposes solutions to alcohol problem 
Letters to parents 






In an effort to curb the recent rise in 
underage drinking and drunken vandal-
ism at Winona State University, Presi-
dent Darrell Krueger is working on 
implementing tough new policies and 
consequences. 
A task force committee is being 
formed to address and find solutions to 
these alarming problems. The commit-
tee will be lead by Winona Mayor Jerry 
Miller and will include members from 
the student senate boards of WSU, Saint 
Mary's University and Minnesota State 
College-Southeast Technical College. 
President Krueger, Student Affairs Vice 
President Cal Winbush and Winona 
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy will also  
be a part of this new task force. 
"We are putting this committee 
together to look at many issues like the 
bars that offer specials that promote 
excessive drinking and the numerous 
house parties," Pomeroy said. 
Another idea supported by Krueger 
and others is for the university to send 
letters to the parents of students caught 
for underage drinking. Also being con-
sidered is the formation of a campus 
judicial board to handle minors who 
drink. The board would have the power 
to suspend students from the university 
and would come down hard on repeat 
offenders. 
Krueger's idea of sending letters 
home to parents came to the student 
senate more than a month ago, but was 
not approved. Instead, the senate pro-
posed forming a temporary committee 
called to try to deal with the problems. 
This new committee is made up of Win-
bush, five members of the WSU student 
senate and two members of the Inter-
Residence Hall CounCil.. With input 
from these students, Krueger hopes to 
better accomplish some solutions. 
The committee will be sending a let-
ter regarding disciplinary action against 
students for off-campus behavior to the  
"Writing letters home to 
parents seems like an 
infringement on stu- 
dents' rights. Our parents 
do not have legal access 
to our other records 
since we are 18, so why 




permanent addresses of all registered 
students. The letter outlines community 
concerns, consequences of offenses, 
official Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities policies and urges WSU 
students to "be proud members of the 
Winona community." 
Students are responding to many of 
these proposed solutions. 
"Writing letters home to parents 
seems like an infringement on students' 
rights," said freshman Amy Waller. 
"Our parents do not have legal access to 
our other records since we are 18, so 
why should this be any different?" 
"According to current MnSCU poli-
cy, the university has the right to take 
action when you do something off cam-
pus that affects the university communi-
ty. This is all laid out in the policy letter 
that is being sent out," said committee 
chair Tony Romaine. 
This new crusade comes as a result 
of a sharp increase in complaints from 
the community, rowdy tenant notices 
and minor consumption tickets. "I do 
not think of Winona State as a party 
school, but the gradual diminishing 
we've been experiencing with this prob-
lem over the past 11 years has suddenly 
changed in direction; it's jumped up 
again this year," Krueger said. 
Since fall classes began, city build-
ing inspector Steve Carson has sent out 
50-plus notices to tenants about rowdy 
parties, exceeding last year's total of 20. 
"Also, 125 minor consumption and over 
30 public consumption arrests have 
been made in Winona since Aug. 15," 
said Pomery. Winona city police have 
had to disband 100 to 105 rowdy drink-
ing parties this semester. 
In recent weeks, the number of com-
plaints from the community has risen. 
Krueger said, "Acts of vandalism, 
loud off-campus parties, noisy groups 
of people walking through neighbor- 
hoods late at night and other acts of dis-
respect have been reported to the uni-
versity, Winona police and Winona city 
government." 
Just prior to homecoming of this 
year, Krueger sent an e-mail out to all 
WSU students asking that they clean up 
their acts. He stressed that the blame 
lies with "a small number of students," 
and he called on all students to apply 
peer pressure. 
"The student body should care about 
this," he said. "They have rights and 
deserve them." 
Krueger stressed the importance of 
being good neighbors with those com-
munity members who live in the areas 
surrounding campus. 
"There should be civility," Krueger 
said. "In the past, Winona State and its 
students have always been recognized 
as a true community asset." 
Krueger plans to remain dedicated to 
this effort until some positive results 
come in. 
"I am going to stay on this. This 
Won't be dropped," he said. "I want to 
be able to sleep at night knowing that 
the student body is safe and protected 
and that the civility of the community 
(is intact)." 
Eileen Ferguson/WrNoNAN 
ief Frank Pomeroy discussed alcohol issues Oct. 3lwith the student senate including 
Nick Ridge, vice president Erika Nelsen, president Jason Fossum and treasurer Doug 
Alcohol 
According to Pomeroy, safety is the biggest 
concern. "We need to promote responsible drink-
ing," he said, adding that two deaths and one near-
death have been related to drinking in the past two 
months. According to Pomeroy, in August a 21-
year-old man lying on the railroad tracks got hit by 
a train and a 21-year-old man hung himself after a 
disagreement over a parking spot. In September, 
an 18-year-old WSU freshman woman fell from 
Garvin Heights and is in serious condition. 
Pomeroy said the problem is binge drinking. 
"Many people don't realize the adverse effects 
of drinking to excess," he said. He believes that 
local bars contribute to binge drinking by offering 
drink specials and by letting minors in. 
According to Pomeroy, the Winona police are 
working with bar owners, suggesting they get 
computers that scan the magnetic strip on the back 
of IDs so fake IDs will no longer be able to be 
used. In addition, Pomeroy said bars should not 
offer weekend drink specials and should better 
Continued from Page 1 
train their employees to recognize 
fake IDs. 
WSU Student Senate Treasurer 
Doug Stokes said, "Bars shouldn't 
have to get rid of their drink specials 
because most people drink well 
before they go to the bar." 
Solutions to the drinking problem 
were discussed at the meeting. One 
solution was having more police 
officers on weekend duty. According 
to Pomeroy, about five police offi- 
Police Ch cers are on each weekend 
shift. Many student senate members secretary  
commented that five police officers Stokes. 
are not enough. Pomeroy said a fund 
has been established to have police work overtime 
during weekend shifts to more heavily patrol both 
house parties and the bars. 
The Winona police are also working on a 
stricter keg ordinance, which will go into effect  
within the next couple of months. It will consist of 
placing permit stickers on all kegs in Winona. The 
consumer will have to sign up for the permit, so he 
or she will no longer be able to purchase another 
keg at a different liquor store. 
"I don't think the keg ordinance is going to help 
the drinking problem. It may deter the party scene 
a little, but if people want to drink, they are going 
to drink," freshman Heidi Speedling said. 
Correction 
The times for alternate-side parkintl \yore incorrectly report-
ed in the upcoming events of the Oct. 31 Winonan. The correct 
times are 1 to 6:30 a.m. through April 1. 
Car 	Visit: 
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#1 Party Package 
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Fraternities - Scrorlies -aubs -
Student Groups Earn $1,0 00-$ 2,0 00 
this semester Noith the easy 
Cam p 'Br u n dra is er.corn three ho 
fundraising event. Does not irreolve 
emit card applications. Fundraising 
dates are filling quickly, so call today! 
Cortact Cam pusf Ltichi-sercom at (888) 
923-3238, or visit 
ww.cam pusf 	erc orn  
Full-Size Mattress Set COMPLETE 
wilframe. Brand nee, still in bag, $500 
value, Sacriflee cr $195. Delivery wail-
able, 608-3042337. 
Eileen Ferguson/WiNoNAN 
Muhammad Abbas Kazi shared his story of living abroad in the United States and moving 
here to study at Winona State University from Pakistan a year and a half ago. Cultural 
Storytelling Night was held Nov. 1. 
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WSU to host Rodrigo festival 
Sara Rae Edenhofer 
WINONAN 
Culture and entertainment combine to offer the 
Winona State University community the 
opportunity to learn about Spanish composer 
Joaquin Rodrigo. WSU will host the International 
Rodrigo Festival Nov. 11-17. 
Suzanne Draayer, event chairperson, first 
became interested in Rodrigo's work in 1985 while 
she was completing her doctoral work at the 
University of Maryland. 
"The doctoral project for performance majors 
was to record the music of and write a dissertation 
on a composer whose works had never been 
recorded," Draayer said. "As I began research at 
the Library of Congress, 1 became aware that 
Spain's music was not given much attention." 
Draayer said the festival is a culmination of 
years of work. She hopes it will aid in furthering 
people's awareness of and interest in the composer. 
"Students should welcome the once-in-a-life-
time opportunity to discover the music and life of 
Spain's greatest 20th century composer," Draayer 
said. 
During the week-long celebration of the 
composer's life and career, people can view 
exhibits of Rodrigo photographs and memorabilia. 
Among the collection of Rodrigo memorabilia are 
his glasses, his portable Braille machine and a 
piece of his best work written in Braille. People 
also have the opportunity to hear the composer's 
daughter speak. Rodrigo's only child, Cecilia 
Rodrigo, will present the festival's opening 
address. 
"To have Cecilia Rodrigo here on campus for a 
week, attending all of the events and presenting the 
opening lecture is a wonderful gift to this festival," 
Draayer said. "We are so fortunate to have her 
here." 
Rodrigo was born in 1901, and at an early age 
was afflicted with diphtheria. As a result, Rodrigo 
was blind by age 3. Linda Seppanen from the 
WSU nursing department will lecture on the health 
issues during Rodrigo's lifetime. Draayer 
commented that Seppanen's presentation will be 
one of many interesting events. 
"There are many other unique opportunities for 
students," Draayer said. "The best performers and 
lecturers, authorities on the works of Rodrigo, will  
be here at WSU to share their research and 
expertise." 
Draayer said the WSU International Rodrigo 
Festival is the world's largest Rodrigo Festival. 
The festival will exceed others held in Los Ange-
les, Chicago, Paris and London. 
"L.A. presented a two-day festival, and Chica-
go hosted a three-day festival," Draayer said. 
"However, WSU's International Rodrigo Festival 
is the most comprehensive of all." 
WSU's International Rodrigo Festival also 
offers some unique exhibits. 
Earlier this semester, Draayer and colleague 
Gloria Chuang, WSU associate music professor, 
performed music from a CD they recorded in the 
spring of 2000, "Under a Spanish Moon-
The Songs of Joaquin Rodrigo" at the legendary 
Carnegie Hall in New York. Draayer and Chuang 
will perform the selections again at the WSU 
International Rodrigo Festival. When Draayer and 
Chuang recorded their CD, it was the first time 
several of Rodrigo's songs were ever recorded. 
The list of events continues. According to 
Draayer, the piano concert planned for Nov. 17 and 
the cello concerto are rarely performed.  
"Students should 
welcome the once-in- 
a-lifetime opportunity 
to discover the music 
and life of Spain's 




Although Draayer said she is excited about all 
the festival's events, there is one event in particular 
that she sees as truly unique. 
"The world premier of the play, 'Brilliance 
Within the Darkness (The Life of Joaquin 
Rodrigo)' will be exciting," Draayer said. "The 
playwright, Cecilia Gaerlan, will arrive on 
Wednesday, Nov. 7th. Imagine — the world 
premier of a play, directed by the playwright!" 
See Festival, Page 8 
Hmong celebrate 
New Year at WSU 
Christine Behrend 
WINONAN 
The Hmong community of Winona kicked 
off their New Year with a celebration at 
Winona State University last weekend. On 
Saturday WSU hosted activities celebrating 
the Hmong culture. 
Events ran throughout the day starting 
with ball tossing to traditional Hmong music 
from 9 a.m. to noon in Talbot Gym. 
"Ball tossing is a courtship activity. A 
male and a female throw a ball back and 
forth and talk to get to know each other. If 
they like each other they continue on with the 
relationship," explained Chi Vang, president 
of the Hmong club. 
People of all ages were throwing tennis 
balls to each other. Many teens were tossing 
a ball with someone their age and of the 
opposite sex. Other children were playing 
with each other throwing a tennis ball 
around. 
There was a stage set up and at 
random times people would get up and 
perform. One of the performances was a 
dance done by four Hmong girls to 
traditional music. 
Many of the young girls were dressed in 
elaborate costumes, which were reserved for 
the New Year celebration. They had very 
colorful dresses with beads and hats to 
match. There were also several little boys 
dressed in white collared shirts with ties. The 
clothes included very casual, very formal and 
traditional. 
Six women's traditional costumes, worn 
by Hmong of different regions, were 
displayed. 
Also displayed were large and a small paj 
ntau, a piece of cloth that tells the Hmong life 
in Laos. There was also an old bow from 
hunting, old farming tools and a basket used 
for gathering food. 
"In the olden days, when someone in the 
family got sick they would bring in a Shaman 
to ask for the spirit of the sick person to get 
well," said Mai Hang, one of the Hmong 
women celebrating the New Year at WSU. 
"Then they would kill an animal in 
sacrifice." 
At noon, the event moved to the Smaug 
for a free lunch of traditional Hmong food. 
This included stir fry, noodles, egg rolls, 













ica and what is happening in Laos. 
From 2 to 6 p.m. there were several 
dances and an opening speaker. There was 
also a fashion show, instrumentals and 
several singers. 
After the performance show, they had a 
dance from 6:30 p.m. to midnight in the 
Smaug. 
"The dance was for everyone to enjoy the 
New Year and to meet new people — just to 
have fun," said Tou Yang, vice president of 
the Hmong club. 
Aside from the Hmong club's planning, 
this celebration was also made possible by 
many community donators such as Winona 
County, WSU Cultural Diversity, Project 
Fine, Winona Agency, Family Medicine, 
Dr. Carol, Work Force, Jean Gundersen, 
Dave Belz, Jean Hayes, Phyllis Onstad, 
Mariane Potter and others who gave time and 
effort to put this event together. 
■ There was a stage 
set up and at random 
times people would 
get up and perform. 
One of the perfor-
mances was a dance 
done by four Hmong 
girls to traditional 
music. 
Student-run dance hopes to broaden Winona club scene 
Alicia A. Magera 
WINONAN 
On Thursday students will have the opportunity 
to experience what the city of Winona seems to be 
missing; a dance club. From 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in 
Kryzsko Commons, students will have the 
opportunity to experience the club scene on 
campus. 
According to co-coordinator Elliott El-Amin, 
this yet-to-be-named dance party will offer stu-
dents a taste of the dance scene that is not common 
in this area. 
"Over the years, the club and dance scene has 
taken a kamikaze dive," El-Amin said. 
He adds that students are yearning for the things 
they had back home. Winona State draws many 
students from the Twin Cities and Chicago areas. 
These students are used to huge dance clubs and 
tons of music. 
One of the downsides of the club scene in 
Winona is that the 18-plus clubs, like the 
Underground, are too relaxed in enforcing the age 
limit. There seems to be an abundance of high 
school students in the club; El-Amin said. 
This dance party will feature a local DJ who 
will provide R & B, hip-hop, underground hip-hop 
and urban music. 
"The DJ has a vast knowledge of urban beats," 
El-Amin said. 
Urban music is not heard too often in Winona. 
El-Amin hopes this dance party will give the 
students what they have been missing. 
This dance party is going to be kept simple, but 
will feature a light show that is in sync with the 
music. No fog machines or fancy lights yet, 
El-Amin said, "but maybe in the future." 
If this dance party is successful, El-Amin would 
like to see it turned into a weekly gathering. He 
added that Winona State students have gotten a bad 
stigma of being wild students who like to drink and 
party. He hopes this will show students having a 
good time in a controlled setting. 
The future dance parties would cater to the 
students. While the music focus will be mainly  
"This is mainly a party for the 
students put on by students." 
ELLIOTT EL-AMIN 
dance party co-coordinator 
urban, students can decide what they want to hear. 
"This is mainly a party for the students put on 
by students," he said. 
El-Amin encourages everyone to come out, 
have a good time and support this student-run 
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Alternatives for 
sweet tooth exist 
Page 6 
Retain sense of 




makes them just 
irresistible. Peo-
ple brag about 
being on a sugar 
high, and dieters 
lament over lost 
desserts. 
Unfortunately, what makes sweets so sweet 
comes at a high caloric cost. A doughnut with 
sprinkles weighs in at about 375 calories (and a 
whole lot of fat). A regular size Snickers bar packs 
in 280, with 130 of those from fat. And a slice of 
chocolate cake with frosting averages 450. 
Ouch. 
For people like myself, swearing off sweets just 
isn't an option. Instead we 
have to turn to other 
sources to calm our sweet 
tooths. 
The most common 
healthy alternative is fruit. 
Ideally, you should be 
consuming two to four 
servings of fruit a day. 
Choosing fruit as a dessert 
or bedtime snack is a simple way to knock out one 
serving. 
Even though strawberries might be your 
favorite fruit, it's probably easier to look for fruits 
that are in season. These will be of the best quality 
and the best price. Right now look for apples, 
cranberries, grapefruits, pears and oranges. Try 
buying several different fruits, slicing them up and 
creating a fruit salad. 
For those with less time or energy, look for 
canned fruit at your grocery store. Opt for fruits 
packed in water versus those in syrup. The  
portable fruit cups designed for school lunches are 
another good bet — just peel back the lid for 
individual servings. 
Do not, however, convince yourself that 
blueberry pie or apple dumplings are a healthy 
alternative, especially served a la mode. Just 
because they have fruit as a prominent ingredient 
does not make up for the tons of butter in the crust. 
If you're after more traditional dessert ideas, 
angel food cake, sherbets, frozen yogurts or 
sorbets are a good idea. The lack of egg yolks 
makes angel food cake a good alternative for those 
watching cholesterol too. 
There are safer bets in terms of candy itself too. 
As many of us are coming off post-Halloween 
sugar highs, look to treats like licorice and gummy 
bears. While they're still high in sugars (let's face 
it — they are pure sugar), they are typically either 
low-fat or fat free. 
When you're up for a little baking, sites like 
www.cooking light.com or www.light and 
tasty.com have hundreds of healthier versions of 
classics including lots of sweets and treats. Many 
of the recipes are revisions of existing popular 
dishes, substituting lower-fat or sugar ingredients 
when possible. The sites even have simple search 
functions for you to pick out your favorite 
ingredients and pull up related recipes. 
There are times, however, when a "lighter" 
alternative just isn't an alternative. Although I 
have one grandma who serves angel food cake and 
popovers as Thanksgiving Day desserts, my other 
grandma rarely puts a healthy dessert in front of 
me. Since she is an amazing cook, I wouldn't even 
consider passing the treat by. What I can do is skip 
the extras: the huge dollop of whipping cream or 
chocolate sauce on top. 
It's a nice compromise that allows me to still 
indulge. 















well and pour 
into a freezer 
dish or tray. 
Freeze until firm. 
Spoon mixture 
into a small mix-
ing bowl and 
beat at low 
speed until 
smooth (or 







ready to serve. 
Whatever happened to that 
sense of adventure that we held 
on to as children? We all know 
what I'm talking about. The 
adventurous, romantic side that 
all little girls and boys possessed 
at one time and now, only a few 
years later, many of us have 
forgotten. Where does this sense 
of adventure come from? 
The 	little 	boys 	played 
"CoWboys and Indians" or 
"Cops and Robbers," taking little 
sticks as weapons in a valiant 
and always successful attempt to 
save the girl. Girls played the 
beautiful princess or queen who 
is worthy of only the finest 
prince, waiting for him to sweep 
them off their feet. In many 
cases, G.I. Joe or Barbie fig-
urines fill this role. 
Please, I ask, do not start with 
the stereotypical boy/girl role 
rebuttal until you stop and think 
about your own life and the 
sense for adventure and romance 
you once felt. 
What 	about 	the 	first 
experience of love, romance or 
beauty? The feeling you had 
when playing baseball with the 
boys on those hot summer 
nights, or the first sunset you 
actually noticed, or your first 
sense of a "greater" love (even if 
it was with your third grade 
teacher). What becomes of the 
imagination that seemed to be 
overflowing during these times? 
It's there in all of us, but 
somehow it gets lost. We "grow 
up" which automatically 
assumes that we give up this 
desire for romance and 
adventure. , We need to prepare 
for the real world, the business 
world, the work world and the 
world of knowledge, naturally 
leaving little or no room for 
imagination. How exciting is 
that? Does that desire for 
excitement, that imagination that 
we possessed as children just all 
of a sudden die when we get to a 
certain age? Nope. It is still 
there; we have just been taught 
to suppress it. 
We 	were 	created 	to 
experience romance and 
adventure, and if we don't find 
them in pure things like we did 
as children they will be replaced 
by impure, even inferior, things. 
Why do we do this? We can feel 
the sense that there is something 
more exciting than this mundane 
world, but why do we water it 
down with inferior things? 
The disappointments of this 
world get us down. The 
darkness, loneliness and ugliness 
that we see so often, both in our 
own lives and the lives of those 
around us, make us start to think 
that this is really it. This really is 
all there is. Maybe all those 
hopes and dreams for true 
romance that we had as children 
were just that — our imagination 
— never to be achieved. How 
sad it is that so many of us have 
chosen to believe this. How sad 
it is that so many of us have 
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Eager to make a grab for a free snack, a hungry Canada goose takes advantage of 
a whole grain handout along the shores of Lake Winona early on a Saturday 
afternoon. 
My article several weeks ago 
focused on the advantages of a 
vegetarian diet. I received some 
feedback, mostly from people 
who agree with many of my 
points, like animal treatment, 
ecological sustainability and 
food for the starving masses. 
However, they did not agree that 
a vegetarian diet was healthier; 
in fact, it was their uncertainty 
on this issue that dictated their 
dietary choice. I wish to provide 
the truth about protein, as far as 
I've understood it in my 
research. 
Osteoporosis develops when 
there is insufficient calcium in 
the blood going to vital organs. 
This creates a negative calcium 
balance, and in order to replenish 
the crucial calcium needed in the 
blood, the body steals calcium 
from other sources, like the 
calcium-rich bones. Someone is 
diagnosed with the disease when 
they have lost 75 percent of the 
original bone material from their 
skeleton. 
Currently, more deaths are 
caused by osteoporosis than 
cancer of the breast and cervix 
combined. 
The National Dairy Council 
promotes the idea that bones 
only lose calcium if there is not 






such as inade- 
quate exercise, 
ovary removal 
and hereditary factors cause the 
disease, but the main influence is 
excess protein intake. The more 
excess protein in the diet, the 











All movies have questions 
they must answer. They set up 
the questions in the beginning 
and answer them in the end. 
"K-PAX" is no different. The 
main question throughout this 
movie is whether a mysterious 
person is human or not. The 
problem with "K-PAX" is that 
the answer leaves you 
somewhat flat. 
The mysterious person is 
Prot, played to perfection by 
Kevin Spacey. The opening 
shot is in New York City's 
Grand Central Station. The 
room gets brighter and then 
Prot appears, but his arrival 
was badly timed as he came 
just as some kids try to steal a 
woman's purse. When the cops 
arrive, they apprehend Prot, 
mainly because he was just 
there and had no identification. 
From there he is taken to 
Dr. Mark Powell, played 
equally well by Jeff Daniels, 
who is a psychiatrist. This leads 
into numerous psychiatric 
sessions, with Powell trying to 
disprove Prot's claim that he 
comes from the planet 
K-PAX. 
"K-PAX" is very well acted, 
but I wouldn't expect anything 
less from Spacey or Bridges. 
Spacey is incredibly diverse 
and his range seems to keep 
growing with every movie he is 
in. This range shows in 
"K-PAX" in which he shows 
his "alien" traits by eating a 
banana with the peel, being 
able to communicate with 
Bridges' dog and never taking 
off his sunglasses because 
it's too bright on Earth. But 
he is cocky and somewhat 
playful, which conveys his 
human side. 
Bridges turns in another 
great role after last year's "The 
Contender," for which he was 
nominated for Best Supporting 
Actor, playing the President of 
the United States. His charac-
ter, Powell, is very focused on 
his career, which distances him 
from his family. He is almost 
obsessed in proving that Prot is 
indeed human. Even after plot-
ting his exact course to Earth, 
which dumbfounds scientists, 
Powell still thinks that there is a  
chance he's human. 
Director lain Softley, whose 
only other notable movie is 
"Hackers," does a great job 
keeping the audience interest-
ed. Although there were some 
bad transitions between scenes 
early in the movie, Softley does 
a great job in using rising 
action. But all movies have to 
end, and this one ends badly. 
Now, I won't spoil the 
ending for anyone, but I would 
have rated this movie a lot 
higher if it would've had a 
better ending. The ending just 
about ruined the whole thing 
for me. I can't even rant about 
how I didn't like the ending, 
because that would give it away 
too, so I'll just leave it at that. 
I've been hearing that 
Spacey might be competing 
with himself for the Best Actor 
statuette at the Oscars this year 
for this role and his role in "The 
Shipping News," which comes 
out at Christmas, and deals 
with a man who moves back to 
his homeland in Newfoundland 
to start a new life. I wouldn't be 
surprised if Spacey or even 
Bridges pick up awards for "K-
PAX." But it shouldn't win 
anything more than that. 
Reach Brian Gallagher at 
brian754@home.coin 
Or call our Seasonal Jobline: 
651-406-4008 
www.upsjobs.com  
Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Vegetarian diet healthier 
than might be expected 
ARTS VARIETY 
calcium balance because the 
extra protein washes calcium and 
other minerals out of the body. 
The result is the loss of calcium 
from the bones. This information 
comes from studies published in 
the Journal of Nutrition. 
According to the Vegetarian 
Times, kids who are told to drink 
the recommended three glasses 
of milk a day on average obtain 
209 percent of their protein 
needs. Additionally, studies in 
which women ingested huge 
amounts of calcium (more than 
2,000 milligrams) from food and 
supplemental sources found no 
difference in bone demineraliza-
tion from women who got less 
than 500 milligrams of calcium. 
Again I would like to draw 
attention to the words of John 
Robbins, author of Diet for a 
New America. He states that 
after studying the conclusions of 
hundreds of studies in medical 
literature, he has realized that the 
slogan "Milk, it does a body 
good" is absolute propaganda. 
See Chris, Page 8 
`K-PAX' ending a dissapointment 
7t 7t out of 7t 7t 7t 7t 7C 
Starring: 	E Kevin Spacey ■ Jeff Bridges 
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Want to run this show? 
The Winonan is looking for an 
editor-in-chief for next year. 
Anyone interested should send a 
samples to Drake Hoka3son in 
*Pgelps B10 by D 
esume, three writing sampl . 6, 	 4,.... Tnanmy design or editing 
1 
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Now Hiring 
SEASONAL DRIVER HELPERS 
$11.18/HOUR 
Great Pay & Daytime Hours! 
Must be able to lift up to 70 lbs. 
No driving is required 
A UPS REPRESENTATI V E WILL BE ON -CA WI PUS: 
Thursday, 11 /15 
From 10AM-2PM 
Lower Hyphen of the Student Union 
.'* Please bring complete address & 
phone numbers of your last 2 employers. 
Many Web hosting options available 
This is part two of two on how 
to buy and host a personal Web 
site. To see last week's issue, get 
last week's Winonan, or go to the 
Winonan Web site. In this issue, 
I'm going to go over the various 
hosting options, as well as a few 
caveats — that's Greek for warn-
ing or caution — to be aware of 
when setting up a site. 
As I mentioned before, hosting is separate 
from buying a domain. Hosting is putting your 
site where anyone can see it. There are two 
routes you can take when looking to have a site 
hosted. Several registrars like Yahoo! or regis-
ter.com now offer some free hosting when you 
buy a domain from them. The other option is to 
buy hosting, either from your domain registrar 
or from another company. 
For Yahoo! it's limited to three pages and 
small files. Register.com offers a similar deal. 
Some sites offer larger sites, but might place ads 
or banners on your site. Directnic.com offers free ad hosting, which 
may be fine if you are just making a site for ,youvcat:- WI Tinkles 
probably won't care if there are ads for the Shrek DVD on his site. 
However, if you are building a site for your small business or a 
professional-style site, like mine, you may want to buy ad-free host-
ing. As with domains, the cost depends on the company selling it. I 
paid $15 for a year of hosting of unlimited pages. The choice is up to 
you, but remember once you pay for hosting or a domain, there are 
very rarely any refunds given. 
OK, you've decided on your site's theme, you picked a domain, 
and you decided how you want your site hosted. What next? Now 
you get to build your page. If you need help, go to the WSU search 
page and type in Web site. You'll find my columns on how to make a 
basic page. You can also visit the TSC homepage or find a techie 
friend to help you. Start with a simple page and build from there. No 
need to put lots of cool Java applets in yet. 
Once you've got a basic page made, you need to upload it using 
an FTP program. Again, go to the WSU search and enter WS_FTP. 
You'll find lots of helpful resources, several by yours truly. Your 
domain and/or hosting site may have help documents also. 
Let's review: 
■ Decide on theme for a site: you, your dog, your girlfriend? 
■ Decide on TLD for site: .com, .info, .name? 
■ Buy a domain name 
■ Either use basic hosting or pay more for ad-free hosting 
■ Use editor of choice to make your Web site 
■ Upload site and amaze your friends! 
■ Quit Winona State, move to California, and become a .com 
millionaire 







Peace Filled Women 
Joyful Community 
Rewarding Ministries 
Are you drawn to 
a Christ-centered life of 
prayer and service? 
SCHOOL SISTERS OF NOTRE DAME 
Sister Joyce Kolbet, SSNDNocation Director 
651.699.3387 • E-mail jkolbet@juno.com  
www.ssndmankato.org  
"I'm still here, waiting 
to be stirred," don't 
ignore it. Go with it. It 
is still there. There is 
something more, some-
thing that satisfies our 
need for romance and 
adventure. 
All of those experi-
ences, those glimpses 
we've had (possibly not 
since we were young 
children,) those places 
in time that are locked 
in our minds of some-




All of these experi-
ences are but faint 
glimpses of something 
we know to be there, 
but can't quite reason 
how or why. Please 
don't compromise your 
heart by settling for 
some smaller, easier 
Continued from Page 6 
answer to these ques-
tions without looking to 
the very one who plant-
ed this burning in your 
heart so many years 
ago. For, "No eye has 
seen, no ear has heard, 
no mind has conceived 
what God has prepared 
for those who love 
him." (1 Corinthians 
2:9) 
Reach Joe Gilman at 
jgilman23@yahoo.com  
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Columnist happy with changes family brings 
By the time this edition of the Winonan hits the 
newsstands, I will have been a father for six days. 
On Nov. 2 doctors removed my first child from my 
girlfriend's womb via c-section. Now I don't want 
to confuse you, but I am writing this column 
before the actual event happens, as my deadline is 
Thursday Nov. 1, so I don't know if it's a boy or a 
girl or whether it's completely healthy. I'm sure 
you're thinking, "Wow this guy is one hell of a 
dedicated journalist, making sure his column is 
completed only two days before one of the biggest 
days of his life." Well, you're right, thank you. 
When I began brainstorming 
for a topic for this column, I 
found it very hard to concentrate 
on reviewing The Strokes 
marvelouS new album "Is this 
it?" or Oysterhead's somewhat 
disappointing debut album "The 
Grand Pecking Order." I also 
found it surprisingly hard to 
write a column on how 
horrifying the idea of a movie 
starring 'N Sync's Lance Bass and Joey Fatone is. 
Real life concerns kept jack hammering into my 
conscience. "How am I going to graduate this 
semester balancing a newborn, work, school, a 
relationship and three fantasy football leagues?" 
"How am I going to make enough money to 
support a child working as .a bartender?" "Do 
babies really poop nine times a day?" 
Then I thought about how I have never been 
more excited in my life. I thought about how 
happy I am in my relationship with my girlfriend 
and how we are about to have a family of our own. 
My girlfriend and I have about 10 or 11 other 
friends who are pregnant or who recently had 
babies. Some of these friends are married, some 
are not, some are currently planning shotgun wed-
dings, but what I learned in the past nine months is 
that there is no right time to have a child. All those 
fears mean nothing; love is truly all you need. 
There are a couple problems though. I've 
always hated people who always talk about their 
kids. I hate it even more when journalists do it, 
and I see it a lot. Humor columnist Dave Barry can 
do it well, but most of us aren't that witty. I 
certainly am not. I'm gushing on about how "love 
is really all you need." I can't help it. I shudder to 
think about what's going to happen to my writing 
career after I actually witness my child's birth. 
Next thing you know I'm going to be writing cute 
little tips for a dad's column in Parent's magazine. 
One of my favorite television shows right now 
is "A Baby, Story" on The Learning Channel. I find 
myself watching the Teletubies and the Disney 
Channel. I recently watched the movie "Father of 
the Bride II," in which Steve Martin's daughter  
and wife have babies at the same time. I watched 
this movie by choice. My favorite movie is "Fight 
Club" for God's sake. 
I'm quitting smoking, cutting down my alcohol 
intake, desperately trying to quit swearing and 
hardest of all, curbing my CD purchasing. I won't 
be able to bump DMX's new album on with the 
bass levels at "annihilate" or throw in a Tool album 
at ear bleeding, earth shattering decibels anymore. 
That's OK. I've got headphones. 
I don't mind any of these changes, because I see 
a vision. Ten or 12 years from now, my child is 
checking out my CD collection. The Pixies' 
"Surfer Rosa" catches the child's eye and he or she 
throws it in the CD player. At the first note, the 
child falls in love with music like I did when I 
dusted off an old Bob Dylan record from my par-
ent's record collection 16 or 17 years ago. And 
with this vision, I am the happiest guy in the world. 
Reach Mark Liedel @ wakko333@hotmail.com  
■ Editor's note: Quinn Thomas Liedel was 
born Nov. 2. He weighed 7 pounds 7 ounces and 
was 20.5 inches. 
Festival 
Other guest performers and 
conductors include' WSU 
director of choral activities 
Harry Mechell, WSU associate 
music professor Paul Vance, 
guitarist Ricardo Izanol, 
Spanish duo pianist Elena 
Martin and Jose Meliton, 
violinist Natalie Filipovich, 
musician Thomas Hiniker, 
musician Zoe Shepherd, pianist 
Carol Wolfe-Ralph, cellist Paul 
Vance, the WSU concert choir 
and the Winona Symphony 
Orchestra with conductors 
Harry Mechell and Don 
Lovejoy. 
Performances, lectures and 
exhibits will occur in the WSU 
Performing Arts Center main 
stage and recital hall. 
Tickets 	for 	weekday 
concerts are $5 for students and 
seniors, and $7 for the general 
public. Tickets for Friday and 
Saturday concerts are $7 for 
students and seniors, and 
$10 for the general public. 
Continued from Page 5 
Festival 	passes 	are 	also 
available at a student and 
senior price of $25 and general 
public price of $35. 
For a complete list of the 
festival's events and times, visit 
joaquinrodrigo-songs.com . 
Contact Suzanne Draayer 
for ticket information at 
457-5255 or at sdraayer 
@vax2.winona.msus.edu. 
Submitted photo 
Joaquin Rodrigo will be 
honored Nov. 11-17. 
Joe 
given up hope. And sad-
der yet is that so many 
of us believe we have 
achieved that romantic 
dream already, when 
deep down we know we 
are still wanting. 
Next time you are 
walking around campus 
and that thought pops 
into your head that there 
has to be something 
more, or your heart 
speaks up and says, 
Chris 
Although milk has a high calcium content, it also 
has a high protein content which actually 
contributes to the formation of osteoporosis. This 
being so, the fact that the dairy industry, who has a 
vested interest in selling milk, promotes the 
remedy of drinking milk for strong bones is 
absolutely repugnant. 
So even though it is best to limit your protein 
intake, many wonder if a vegetarian diet can 
supply sufficient protein. Nathan Pritikin, 
considered by many to be the foremost expert on 
nutrition, states, "I don't know any nutrition expert 
that can plan a diet of natural foods resulting in 
protein deficiency as long as you're not deficient 
in calories: You only need 6 percent of total 
calories in protein, it's almost impossible to get 
below 9 percent in ordinary diets." 
A team of Harvard researchers said, "It is 
difficult to obtain a mixed vegetarian diet 
which will produce an appreciable loss of body 
protein without resorting to high levels of 
sugar, jams and jellies and other essentially 
non-protein foods." Obviously being vegetarian 
doesn't mean living on doughnuts, Ho-Hos and 
Doritos. 
You could eat only potatoes and water and still 
get all of your protein needs. There are a few ways 
to be deficient in protein, like eating mainly fried 
foods, sweets and junk foods, or eating only fruits 
or eating crops that have low levels of protein 
(which is nearly impossible in the United States) 
or by simply starving yourself. Since you need 
6 percent of your total calories in protein, as 
Continued from Page 7 
long as you get at least 6 percent protein 
from every thing 




kc, v ou could 
eat potatoes and Agriculture 
survey showed water and still get 
that American 	all of your protein vegetarians on needs " average 	get 
150 percent of 
their daily protein needs. 
The only necessary vitamin or mineral that 
comes from animal sources is B12. This is really 
only a concern for vegans, who consume no 
animal products, so it is recommended they take a 
B12 supplement. 
Honestly, the only reason I can find for eating 
meat is because it tastes good. That's hardly a case 
for eating abused and murdered animals. Although 
occasional meat eating can be harmless from a 
human health perspective, even beneficial, it still 
provides you,with nothing that cannot be obtained 
from more humane sources. And it doesn't take 
tiresome calculations to eat properly. Furthermore, 
how closely do you monitor the nutritional content 
of your current diet? 
In closing, I would like to assert that you do not 
have to believe my research. In fact, I encourage 
you to conduct your own research and draw your 
own conclusions. 
Reach 	Chris 	Benda 	at 
cbenda8608@vcvc2.winona.msus.edu  
Got a story idea?? 
If you know of a club or organization on campus with something 
interesting going on that you would like to see covered, email your 
idea to winonanetc@hotmail.com . 
Ty Gangelhoff/WrNoNAN 
WSU's Kevin Curtin breaks through the initial surge of Northern State University 
defenders Saturday as the Warriors ran away with a 70-35 victory to set up an NSIC 
showdown at the Metrodome. Curtin went on to rush for 87 yards with a pair of touch-
down scampers. 
Sawyer's soldiers fight on 
Warriors ready for prime-time showdown at the Dome 
History in the making for Warriors 
WSU to host national tourney game despite falling in NSIC championship 
ABERDEEN, S.D. — The Northern 
Sun Intercollegiate Conference tourna-
ment last weekend at Northern State Uni-
versity came down to No. 1 vs. No. 2. 
The Warriors made it to the finals on 
Sunday afternoon and faced the Universi-
ty of Minnesota-Duluth. The two teams 
had played against each other just one 
week earlier for the regular season con-
ference championship and WSU beat 
Duluth 2-1, so Duluth was coming in with 
nothing to lose and everything to gain. 
"They brought everything they had at 
us and they capitalized on their opportu-
nities," WSU coach Ali Omar said. "They 
played like it was their last game of the 
season, and indeed it was. They had noth-
ing to lose." 
Duluth won the game 2-0 with a goal 
coming from Jenny Warrick in each half. 
Warrick is the Bulldogs' career leader in 
goals and points, and she also took home 
the tournament MVP award. 
"We played very good this weekend, 
but we also played very tired," Omar said. 
"In the last 10 days, we have been on the 
road for seven of them and we have spent 
over a day and a half in the bus. That is no 
excuse for our loss. We played hard and 
we wanted to win the tournament." 
The Warriors beat Concordia-St. Paul 
on Friday in the first round of the tourna-
ment with an easy 8-0 win. 
Stacey Jacobs scored a goal and 
recorded two assists in the game to lead 
the Warriors' offensive attack. Erin 
Collins also had a big day with two goals. 
Liz Narten, Kristin Rusham, Jenny 
Wiederholt, Amanda Stache and Cari 
Dawn also scored goals for WSU. 
WSU's defense played a big game. 
They allowed only three shots on goal. 
Crystal Pearson and Kristin Nelson corn-
bined in goal for the shutout. 
WSU faced Wayne State College in 
the second round of the tournament on 
Saturday and came out with another 
shutout victory, this time 4-0. 
Aubrey Dirks knocked in the first goal 
in the 12th minute with assists from 
Jacobs and Narten. Stache scored her sec-
ond goal of the tournament later. 
The Warriors were scoreless until after 
halftime when Rusham and Jacobs each 
scored their second goals of the tourna-
ment. 











stances. We anticipated Concor-
dia, Northern and Duluth were 
going to be the big games. It's all 
falling the way we thought it 
would," Carpenter said. "It's 
huge for us, it's huge for 
(Duluth) and it's huge for the 
conference. It's been fun playing 
in this league and going for con-
ference title, and now it's even 
better knowing that you can 
aspire to gave bigger goals." 
An NCAA Division II playoff 
birth would be just the the ticket. 
But there is the possiblity that 
the voters will again snub the 
NSIC. 
"I think if we win on Saturday 
and we don't get in, we did 
everything we needed to do. We 
won't be disappointed to play in 
the Mineral Water Bowl, but it's 
not a goal at this point." 
Carpenter has the offense run-
ning on all cylinders, but to him, 
it's just a matter of getting the 
ball to the playmakers and giving 
props to the guys in the trenches 
that make their jobs easier. 
"I have to make sure that I get 
the ball to the people that need to 
get the ball ... Adam (Lilla) and 
Kevin (Curtin) and the rest of the 
skilled position players," he said. 
"Our 0 line has been dominat-
ing, especially last few weeks. 
Without them there's no chance 
Ty GangeihofftwiNoNAN 
Chris Samp makes an acrobatic catch in WSU's victory 
over Northern State University at Maxwell Field Saturday. 
INSIDE 
Check out Page 10 for the complete 
NSIC women's soccer tournament 
brackets from this weekend's action. SPORTS Chris Yarolimek, Brett Carow — editors 507-457-5520 winonansports@hotmail.com  
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Score 'em 
Football: 11/3 
Northern State 	35 
Warriors 	 70 
Soccer: NSIC Tournament 
11/2 — 11/4 
Warriors 	 8 
Concordia-St. Paul 	0 
Warriors 	 4 
Wayne State 	0 
Championship Game 
Warriors 	 0 
UM-Duluth 2 
Volleyball: 11/2, 11/3 
Warriors 	 -) _ 
Bemidji State 	3 
Warriors 	 1 
UM-Duluth 3 
Watch 'em 
Football — at Metrodome 
against UM-Duluth 
6 p.m. Saturday 
Soccer — NCAA Tourney 
Home vs. Northern 
Colorado, 7 p.m. today 
Volleyball 
Home vs. Northern State, 
7 p.m. Friday 
Home vs. UM-Morris, 
3 p.m. Saturday 
Quote 'em 
"Our job is to win out. The 
way we look at it, we're 
assuming that if we win 
we're in." 
—WSU quarterback 
Bruce 	Carpenter 	on 	his 
team's chances at an NCAA 
Division II playoff berth. 
Count 'em 
5 — Warriors named soccer 
First Team All-Conference 
for 	soccer. 	They 	are 	Liz 
Narten, 	Stacey 	Jacobs, 
Jenny Wiederholt, 	Kristen 
Rusham and Crystal Pear- 
son. Beth Bell was awarded 
NSIC Honorable Mention. 
4-5-1 	— 	WSU soccer 
team's 	record 	against 	the 
University 	of 	Minnesota- 
Duluth. 	Their 	all-time 
record 	against 	all 	other 
NSIC teams is 36-10. 
20 	— Years since their 
have been Co-MVPs of the 
World Series named. Curt 
Schilling and Randy John- 
son 	of the Arizona 	Dia- 
mondbacks joined the 1981 
Los Angeles Dodgers' Ron 
Cey, 	Pedro Guerrero and 
Steve Garvey as the only 
other group of players to 
share the award. 
3 — Times Yankee David 
Justice has been on the los- 
ing team in Game 7 of the 
World 	Series. 	The 	other 
losses were 	in 	1997 with 
Cleveland 	and 	1991 	with 
Atlanta. 
.183 — The Yankees bat- 
ting average in the World 
Series. It is the lowest aver-
age for a team that played at 
least seven games. 
634 	— Points between 
Wizard Michael Jordan and 
his 30,000th career point. 
.389 	— Field goal per- 
centage by Jordan through 
his first four games back in 
his second out-of-retirement 
attempt. His percentage in 
his first return to the floor 
was .411 in the 94-95 sea-
son. His career percentage is 
.505. 
17-17 — Record of home 
and road teams in the 34 
Game 	7s 	of the 	World 
Series. The Yankees record 
fell to 5-6 in Game 7s. 
Chris Yarolimek 
WINONAN 
The Winona State University 
football team is on the verge of 
yet another NSIC champi-
onship. It made quick work of 
Northern State University Sat-
urday, behind career games 
from quarterback Bruce Car-
penter and wide-out Adam Lilla. 
Carpenter passed for five 
first-half touchdowns — four 
going to Lilla — and ran one in 
to help WSU to a 70-35 victory. 
The win sets up an NSIC show-
down with the University of 
Minnesota-Duluth at the 
Metrodome Saturday. 
"The score didn't matter," 
said Sawyer, who was more 
pleased that his team captured a 
least a share of the conference 
title. "We just wanted to get the 
win." 
According to Sawyer, his 
players were talking about 
putting the year 2001 on the 
Warriors conference champions 
board inside of Maxwell Field 
all week long. 
"The seniors will get to see 
those numbers there forever," 
he said. 
Lilla hauled in nine passes 
for 199 yards from Carpenter 
with four scores. Carpenter 
threw for 264 yards on a 15 of 
20 performance. 
"It was a huge game for us. 
The last time we lost here was 
against Northern. I had just 
came into the league," Lilla 
said. "It was personal for the 
coaches and a lot of us." 
The Warriors scored touch-
downs on ,their first three pos-
sessions, using up just two min-
utes, 41 seconds off the clock. 
Carpenter found Chris Samp in 
the end zone, capping off a S-
play, 39-yard drive, for the first 
score. 
Lilla used a spin move to 
break free of an NSU defender 
after catching a pass on the first 
down of WSU's next posses-
sion, and he took it in for a TD 
from 45 yards out. Then, after 
Deric Sieck intercepted the first 
three passes, Carpenter took a 
quarterback keeper in from 9 to 
put WSU on top 21-0 with just 
6:38 gone in the first. 
Anchoring the Warriors 
defense at his linebacker posi-
tion, Sieck added four pass 
deflections, two forced fumbles 
and a game-high 13 tackles to 
his outstanding defensive per- 
formance. WSU held NSU (4-4 
NSIC, 4-6 overall) to 175 yards 
through the air and 405 total 
yards. 
Lilla had more in the tank in 
the second quarter, making a 
diving TD catch on the first 
play. He raced 68 yards for a 
score 2:36 later, and caught his 
fourth TD with 9:43 left in the 
half 
"I was put on the back side, 
so I knew I'd get one-on-one 
coverage. It was all about Car-
penter getting me the ball," Lilla 
said. "Again, I have to give all 
the credit to our 0 line. They 
won the battle of the trenches 
again." 
Lilla's four TD receptions set 
a new WSU all-time record and 
gave him 14 for the season, 
tying the all-time WSU mark for 
a receiver. Carpenter's five 
passing TDs also ties the all-
time mark. • 
The Warriors defense, which 
caused six Wolves' turnovers, 
struck again midway through 
the second quarter as Paul 
Chabura picked up a Tefua 
Bloomfield fumble and returned 
it 52 yards for a score to give 
WSU a 49-14 lead. 
See Football, Page 10 
Bring on UM-Duluth 
for all the marbles 
Tom Sawyer has done every-
thing in his power to put his 
Warrior football team on the 
college football map in his six 
seasons at the helm at Winona 
State University, and now it's 
time to take the next step — the 
NCAA Division II playoffs. 
WSU has done just about all 
it's needed to in an attempt to 
impress the committee of voters 
that will decide it's fate —
except dropping it's opener at the 
University of South Dakota —
but now it all comes down to one 
game. 
To Warriors quarterback 
Bruce Carpenter, it's simple. 
"Our job is to win out. The 
way we look at it, we're assum-
ing that if we win, we're in," said 
Carpenter, whose team faces the 
University of Minnesota-Duluth 
in what has turned out to have 
more than just Northern Sun 
Intercolligate Conference title 
implications on the line. 
And win out they have since 
stumbling against USD. The 
Warriors have rattled off nine 
conseutive wins, with most of 
them being rather convincing. 
All things that look good to 
the voting committing. 
"(The loss) is the one thing 
we could have done differently. 
That's the knock every one has 
on us. But we can't do anything 
about it now but win out," Car-
penter said. 
The matchup with the Bull-
dogs pins the top two teams in 
the conference playing on the 
biggest stage of the season. 
"I think the amount of pres-
sure doesn't have to do with the 
stage, but more with the circum- 
Football 
Conference Overall 
W L W 
'Winona State 8 0 9 1 
UM-Duluth 7 1 9 1 
Concordia-St. Paul 5 3 7 3 
Bemidji State 4 4 6 4 
UM-Crookston 4 4 4 6 
Northern State 4 4 4 6 
Southwest State 3 5 3 6 
Wayne State 3 5 3 7 
MSU-Moorhead 2 6 3 7 
UM-Morris 0 8 10 
Soccer 
Conference Overall 
W L T W L T 
Winona State 9 0 0 16 3 	0 
UM-Duluth 7 1 1 12 4 	1 
Northern State 5 I 3• 14 3 	3 
MSU-Moorhead 5 3 1 8 8 	I 
Wayne State 5 4 0 12 8 	0 
Southwest State 4 5 0 6 14 0 
UM-Morris 3 5 I 6 121 
Concordia-St. Paul 2 7 0 10 8 	I 
Bemidji State 1 7 1 4 12 	1 
UM-Crookston 0 8 1 0 13 	I 
Volleyball 
Conference Overall 
L W L 
Wayne State 14 2 22 9 
Southwest State 14 2 19 13 
UM-Duluth 13 3 15 6 
Northern State 9 6 15 II 
MSU-Moorhead 9 7 13 14 
Concordia-St. Paul 9 S 	13 17 
Winona State 4 12 7 23 
Bemidji State 4 17 g 21 
!Ai-Crookston 3 14 4 27 
UM-Morris I 14 6 22 
Under pressure 
Eileen Ferguson/WitioNAN 
The stiffling Warriors defense was in the backfield all game long, and no one could slow 
them down. Middle linebacker Deric Sieck anchored the WSU defensive attack, inter-
cepting three passes, deflected four, forcing two fumbles and racking up a game-high 
13 tackles. 
The first weekend of Novem-
ber didn't go completely as the 
Winona State University 
women's volleyball team had 
planned. 
On Friday, it went to Bemidji 
State University to take on the 
Beavers only to walk away with 
a disappointing five-game loss 
(30-16, 29-31, 32-34, 32-30, 15-
11). 
BSU (2-11) is one of only 
three teams below WSU (4-10) 
in the Northern State Intercolle-
giate Conference standings; and 
although the Warriors gave a 
solid offensive effort, they 
couldn't pull through in the last 
two games. 
"We had a 29-26 lead in 
Game 4 against Bemidji and 
should have ended the match 
right there," WSU coach Amy 
Fisher said. "Then they came out 
in the fifth with an early 5-1 
lead, and the game just went too 
quickly to recover." 
Micki Morisette had a strong 
night leading WSU in kills with 
18 and giving another 26 tips. 
Britta Hoffman followed with 14 
kills and 38 tips. Jennifer Jepson 
put up 49 assists and 26 digs in 
the loss for Winona State. 
Lisa Schlaak finished with a 
triple-double adding 13 kills, 47 
tips and a career-high 30 digs. 
She moves up to third in all-time 
career kills for Winona State 
with an impressive 1,146. 
Schlaak also jump-served six 
aces in the game against BSU. 
She ranks third in all-time career 
ace serves with 140. 
On Saturday, the WSU 
women traveled to the Romano 
Gymnasium in Duluth. The War-
riors couldn't fight their way 
through UMD (11-3) either, los-
ing 30-171 .30-22, 25-30, 30-23. 
Schlaak led Saturday's game in 
kills for WSU with 13 and in tips 
with 33. Jepson made 39 assists 
and 12 digs. 
"In both matches we came out 
too slow to win," Fisher said. 
"The players just wait too long to 
decide that they actually can do 
it. 
"Overall we played well. The 
win of game three was our first 
win against Duluth in five years. 
"We are just looking toward 
this weekend, hoping to finish 
the season with two wins,' Fish-
er added. 
Senior tribute night is Satur-
day ,for the Warriors.. 
WSU netters swept 
Third-place 
(5) Wayne State 	4 
(3) northern State 	2 
(1) Winona State 
(8) Concor.-St. Paul 
(1) Winona State 
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WSU CNC runners close out 
season with strong finish 
The Winona State University men's and 
women's cross country teams wrapped up their 
successful 2001 season on Saturday, when each 
competed in the NCAA Division II North Central 
Regional cross country meet in Omaha, Neb. 
Both squads cut their total team scores by more 
than 90 points from last year's regional meet. The 
men finished 20th among the 23 teams entered in 
the regional, while the women ran to 17th place 
among 28 teams entered. 
Six WSU finishers in the men's 10,000-meter 
race ran to new personal best times, as the squad 
placed 4th among the Northern Sun Intercolle-
giate teams entered. They were paced by sopho-
mores Mike Pendleton (98th, 35:24) and Jed 
Ranzenberger (100th, 35:32) and freshman Aaron 
Schwarzenbart (108th, 36:02). Kevin Callarman 
(122nd, 37:10), Nick Lobejko (130th, 40:02) and 
Jason Fleege (132nd, 41:58) rounded out the 
WSU squad. Seniors Lobejko and Fleege 
wrapped up their WSU cross country careers on 
the Omaha turf. 
PHOENIX (AP) — Curt Schilling sat frozen in 
the dugout. Randy Johnson, not far away, couldn't 
believe his eyes. 
Arizona fans, stunned and silent moments earli-
er, were on their feet, screaming and hoping for 
one more twist in an incredible World Series. 
Boy, did they get one. Luis Gonzalez hit an RBI 
single to cap a two-run rally off Mariano Rivera in 
the bottom of the ninth, and the Diamondbacks 
won their first championship by beating the New 
The WSU women moved up two team places 
from last year, finishing second among Northern 
Sun Intercollegiate Conference teams in the 
6,000-meter race. The trio of Melissa Meyer 
(69th, 24:52), Samantha Runde (70th, 24:54) and 
JuLee Burt (76th, 25:09) led the Warrior team, fol-
lowed by Katrina Weyland (100th, 25:57), Amelia 
Soto (109th, 26:10), Heidi Hebert (119th, 26:34) 
and Sarah Givot (130th, 27:00). 
For the first time since switching to NCAA 
Division II competition, the WSU squad finished 
in front of Minnesota State Univeristy, Mankato, 
nipping the Mavericks by two points in the team 
standings. 
The times run by Meyer (NSIC All-Conference 
2001) and Runde (NSIC All-Conference 2000) 
were among the top ten 6,000-meter times ever 
posted by WSU runners, with Runde completing 
her final cross country race for WSU. Many of the 
women's squad members now will take a brief 
break before joining the rest of the WSU track and 
field team for their 2002 campaign. 
York Yankees 3-2 in Game 7 on Sunday night —
one of the greatest comebacks of all time. 
"I wouldn't move on the bench. I wanted to get 
up and watch for the whole inning, but I was play-
ing the luck seat," said Schilling, who shared the 
MVP award with Johnson. 
"It seemed pretty surreal to me, watching this 
all develop," Johnson said. 
"We're obviously disappointed in the result, but 
not the effort," Yankees manager Joe Torre said. 
Bloomfield, NSU's only 
offensive threat, cut the Wolves' 
halftime deficit to 49-21 when 
he punched in his second score 
of the game. The NSIC's sec-
ond-leading rusher finished with 
196 yards on 30 carries, account-
ing for just shy of 50 percent of 
NSU's total yards. 
Kevin Curtin, who had just 
five first-half carries, helped the 




IL." Bar & Grill OM 
Monthly Specials 
	What's on the Menu? 	 
Monday: Burgers & Beer 6-12am 
• All You Can Eat & Drink Tap Beer 
Wednesday: Buffalo Wings 8- lam 
Hot buffalo wings— 10c each! 
Friday: Fish Special $5.50 4-lom 
Battered Fried Fish, Fries, Toast, Beans. 
Don't forget about Friday 
Night Happy Hour! 
Free Appetizers from 4-8p m. 
Great drink specials too! 
Come on down every day to see our new and 
exciting food and appetizer specials 
Nightly Specials 
soca 
Monday: 2 pitchers $6.00 
Tuesday: 	for 1 
Rail% and Bottle 
Wednesday: 3 for SI Taps 
1 rails & Country Coc Wilts 
Thursdays: $3 A,U,C D Taps 
8-I2p.m. 
Friday: is taps & 31.75 bottles 
4-Sp.m. 
sh rya 1•l am unless istisetwkse 
indicsted  
Continued from Page 9 
second half, running in a pair of 
touchdowns and finishing with 
87 yards. Samp caught four 
passes for 57 yards and quarter-
back Brian Wrobel, in relief of 
Carpenter, scrambled 49 yards to 
set up a Curtin score. 
Eric Williams slipped outside 
for a 75-yard scoring run to give 
him a team-high 101 yards on 
five second-half carries. Kicker 
Steve Opgenorth knocked in all 
Entertainme 
isx* 
silty With WSU ID. 


















We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions expressed in 
the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona 
State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be directed to the Winonan pub-
lication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor. 
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include your 
full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members must include full 
name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include full name and phone 
number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary. 
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They 
can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons. 
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Life lessons valued 
over book learning 
My best friend told me Sunday that I'm worth $20,000. The number 
didn't sound too bad to me. 
I've never assumed I was 
priceless or anything, and that's a 
lot of money to a college student. 
But I asked how she figured it 
out anyway, and she said that's 
approximately what four years of 
college cost her. She also said 
she thought most of her college 
education has simply been learn-
ing life. I had never realized how 
true that actually is. 
Being a senior is a strange 
feeling. I feel all grown up or 
something, like I should start 
using a vocabulary above a 
fourth grade level now. I should 
take more time to figure my 
finances, should really put that 
resume together, should really 
think about my "real" future. 
And instead, I find myself only 
loving life. 
I am an optimist to a pretty 
sick extent. I believe the world 
isn't out to get anyone, loving 
someone is truly worth it no mat-
ter what the pain and people 
should really concentrate more 
on what's right than what's 
wrong. I sit and smile at the 
things I have which make my life 
great and I am not afraid to laugh 
obnoxiously loud at a good joke 
or dumb TV commercial. 
I have learned the value of 
people in my time here. I have 
been in love, out of love, in con-
trol, out of control and every-
where in between. I have exam-
ined and re-examined who I am 
friends with and the significance 
of each person in my life. I have 
been amazed by people and I  
think everyone I know has con-
tributed to something about me. 
The biggest thing I have 
learned here is it's OK to smile. 
It's OK to be comfortable in your 
surroundings, to laugh with 
strangers, to make conversation 
while you're in line for bread-
sticks at Pizza Hut. It's OK to 
make eye contact with someone 
who isn't like you and to hug 
those who ask you to. 
Since my senior year has 
started, I have learned how to 
balance hundreds of things at a 
time and still hold my sanity 
together. Basically, I now know 
the world owes me nothing but I 
owe myself everything and I 
have nothing to lose. I take my 
life pretty lightly right now. 
Some of my professors have 
been fighting my optimism pret-
ty hard. In the last week or so, I 
have listened to some higher 
educators tell me that my bache-
lor's degrees will mean nothing 
in the long run, that we should 
really be looking into higher-
higher education in order to real-
ly succeed. And it's just too bad 
we're at poor little Winona State 
University where no one can be 
happy. 
Well, wise ones, guess what: I 
am happy here. I have gotten my 
book education, and in May I 
will get my degrees. And they 
will mean something to me 
because I have done what I came 
to do. I am sorry if some people 
are not happy here, but I truly 
wish they would share their 
knowledge with me, rather than 
their bitterness or unhappiness. 
It's a lot for an optimist to take. 
As for being worth $20,000, I 
am flattered, but I also know that 
the worth of the non-book relat-
ed things I will have learned at 
this school will far exceed the 
loans I have to pay back. 
Reach Kelly Kirby at 
kkirby 1 373@vax2.winona. 
msus. edu  
0  n Aug. 20 I was stand-ing in my dorm room with my stuff still half- 
packed waiting for my room-
mates to arrive. It was the 
loneliest feeling I have ever had 
in my life. 
My parents and sister had 
already started the three-hour 
trek back to Ramsey, Minn., and 
I was stuck here in a city I didn't 
know with not one friend within 
133 miles. I stood in the middle 
of the room wanting to cry, but 
not letting myself because I was 
a big college student now. I 
could only imagine there were 
hundreds of other new students 
feeling the same way I did that 
day. 
College is a rough time in 
your life, but it's a huge turning 
point from high school student 
to full-fledged adult. For most 
people it's the first time they 
have ever been on their own or  
had to start making their own 
decisions. There are many ways 
to ease this burden on one's self; 
I believe the most effective is to 
socialize. 
Before we left for college our 
friends were the most important 
people in our lives. Sure, our 
parents, brothers, sisters and 
grandparents were semi-impor-
tant too, but our friends were the 
first people we went to with a 
crisis. 
To me, starting college in a 
new city, my friends all at home, 
my mom, dad and sister three  
hours away, and being stuck in a 
dorm room with two other girls 
I've never met before constitut-
ed a crisis. 
Fortunately, just about every 
other girl in Loretto Hall was in 
the same predicament. It was 
nice to have other people to talk 
to about my problems, and I 
think it helped everyone a lot. I 
think it is important for students 
(especially freshmen) to make 
an effort to meet new people 
and join some clubs. 
As I started talking to people 
and building friendships I 
became more and more com-
fortable living in the dorms 
away from home. The same 
goes for all of my new friends 
too. They have all adjusted bet-
ter to this drastic switch because 
of new friends. 
In order to become more 
comfortable here and really 
truly think of college as a sec- 
and home, you need to social-
ize. I have friends that started 
college and did two things: went 
to class and sat in their room. 
All but one of these friends 
are leaving at semester to go 
home and attend the community 
college Anoka Ramsey. I 
strongly believe the reason they 
didn't like their college was 
because they never gave it a 
chance. 
Nothing is going to magical-
ly appear and make you love 
school, you have to get yourself 
out there and find things that 
suit your interests. In the 
immortal words of Lucas in the 
movie Empire Records, "Don't 
let the man get you down." Put 
yourself out there and make life 
happen, don't wait for it to come 
to you. 
Reach Krystal Kapler at 
klkapler6764@webmail. 
winona. edu 
nternet changes communication 
F our years ago, I didn't really know what e-mail was. I had never had a conversa- 
tion on an instant messenger ser-
vice, had never downloaded 
music off Napster or KaZaA and 
certainly had no idea as to what 
HTML was or how it was used to 
create a Web page. 
All that changed when I start-
ed college. I was devastated to be 
leaving my friends, and I thought I 
wouldn't see them more than two 
or three times a semester. 
But then an amazing thing hap-
pened. As we all went our sepa-
rate ways to college and the 
younger ones stayed behind in 
high school, we discovered the 
Internet. 
One of the first things I learned 
from my roommate my freshman 
year was how to sign up for an e-
mail address and download ICQ. 
Sure enough, I could talk to my 
friends from my hometown in real 
time, and for free! 
This had its ups and downs. I 
could find out about all the 
goings-on at home so I could 
know when I "needed" to be 
back there. The downside? 
There were goings-on practical-
ly every weekend, so I spent 
much of my first semester at 
Winona State on 1-90 between 
here and Reedsburg, Wis. It was 
great for staying close with my 
old friends, but it didn't do much 
for my social life at WSU. 
Maybe that would have hap-
pened even without the Internet; 
who knows. But I'm convinced I 
wouldn't have stayed in nearly as 
close touch with my high school 
friends if not for the Internet. Who 
wants to wait a week for a letter to 
make it through the postal ser-
vice? 
Today's kids are growing up in 
an electronic world, and I can't 
help but wonder what kind of 
long-term impact that's going to 
have on society. 
When I was in middle school I 
used to chat on the phone with my 
friends for hours on end. The topic 
didn't matter; we could have noth-
ing to say and we'd still call each 
other. Then we'd chat until our 
parents got mad and made us hang 
up. 
I can't imagine being 12 years 
old in the present where those 
marathon phone conversations are 
replaced by marathon Internet  
chats. 
As a senior in high school, my 
boyfriend was a freshman at the 
University of Wisconsin-La 
Crosse. At that Internet-less time 
in my life, that meant a nightly 
phone call and a monthly bill to 
pay. 
The Internet has become a 
medium for free communication, 
but even free communication has 
its expenses. Although it's nice for 
keeping in touch, a chat on instant 
messenger isn't quite the same as 
real interaction. 
Most people will say things on 
the Internet they'd never have the 
guts to say in person, and without 
the face-to-face or voice-to-voice 
climate of in person or telephone 
conversation there's little to 
remind a person that there really is 
someone on the other end of that 
line, sitting at a keyboard and 
being affected by everything you 
say. It's kind of impersonal. 
Despite its drawbacks, Internet 
communication is a major part of 
society, and I think in the end it's 
for the best. 
While the impersonality might 
distance people from those they 
chat with, the speed and conve-
nience bring people together who 
might otherwise lose touch. 
Reach Kelly Bitter at 
kmbitter9893@webmail. 
winona. edu  
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Residence hall trick-or-treating can be 
unsafe for college students 
I know that trick-or-treating in college resi-
dence halls is considered safe for children, but 
has anyone considered how unsafe it can be for 
the residents? I was the victim of a sexual assault 
on Oct. 31. 
As I was entering the elevator to go from the 
fourth floor of Sheehan to the 13th floor a group 
of boys, all around age 14, got off the elevator 
and started grabbing me in sexual ways. They 
followed me on the elevator where one proceed-
ed to put his arms around my waist and make 
thrusting motions. 
The boys let me get off the elevator on 13, but 
when I went back to four they were there waiting 
and they chased me up the stairs to five. They ran 
around the floor looking for me while I hid in the 
bathroom. A group of girls helped detain the boys 
on four while security was called. The boy who 
was behind me in the elevator was actually arrest-
ed and may do jail time for a fifth-degree assault. 
Before Halloween I believed that you're never 
too old to go trick-or-treating, but I don't think 
that children over a certain age should be allowed 
to trick-or-treat in WSU Residence Halls. I hope 
this incident results in a little action for next year. 
Maybe tighter security to not allow older children 
into the halls. I would like to thank the security 
guard for how he handled the incident. I hope that 
no one else has to experience what I did. 
Name withheld by request 
Super Fans thank soccer team, 
parents for opening their hearts 
This past weekend, unknown to the Women's 
soccer team, the WSU Super Fan club seized the 
opportunity to attend the NSIC Tournament in 
Aberdeen, S.D. Just like in the movies the WSU 
Super Fan Club made a grand entrance by blaring 
music from the 1960 Ford B-600 Super Fan 
Wagon. We were greeted with a standing ovation 
from the players, with hoops and hollers that 
could bring tears to any fans eyes. 
Over the weekend we were truly blessed to get 
to know these wonderful ladies on and off the 
field. The team and parents opened their hearts 
and allowed three crazy guys, whom at the time 
they hardly knew, to become part of the love and 
memories that would fill time this weekend, 
cheering on our team. 
The WSU Super Fan Club would like all to 
know that the WSU women's soccer team and 
their parents are truly remarkable people with 
kind and giving hearts. We would like to thank 
everyone for the support that they showed us over 
the weekend, words can hardly describe the true 
appreciation that we have for you. Thank you. If 
you need anything at all, you name it, you got it. 





The greatest thing a man can do in this world is to make the most 
possible out of the stuff that has been given him. This is success, 
and there is no other. 
—Orison Sweet Marden 
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